Water Rescue Training
from a novice’s point of view

VLX Verde von Alpensee,
CGC, TDI, CD, CDX, WD, WRD3, WRDX1

Medley,
5.5yrs,
neutered male

Anchor von Alpensee,
CGC, TDI, CD

Anchor,
3.5yrs,
spayed female

How did you first get
involved in water rescue?

!
My husband, John, and I have
always had an affinity for
water (and sometimes coming
close to needing to be
rescued). When we decided to
get our first Leo, we wanted
him to share our passion for
the water and to have a job.
Water rescue work seemed like
a natural fit especially since
he demonstrated early ability and enthusiasm for the water.
I then began researching what types of activities were available, (search & rescue,
water rescue work, dock-diving, nautical nose work). Water rescue work seemed to
be the best fit for us. I purchased Judi Adler’s book, Water Work, Water Play, and
contacted several nearby Newfoundland clubs to inquire about our participating in
their summer weekend training sessions, and I attended a seminar hosted by one of
the clubs. I was hooked!

Were there certain characteristics that
made Anchor & Medley well suited to
the sport? What Things have you really
had to work on in order to get better?

!
Being a Leonberger makes them well suited
to participate in water rescue work. Their
temperament characteristics of being
watchful and observant, ability to take
direction, and their desire to engage people
are important qualities that make our Leos
well suited and successful for many types of
work, including water rescue work. Their physical attributes of webbed paws and a
water resistant double coat facilitate and promote strong, endurance swimming that
water rescue work demands.

Medley randomly lifeguards a student surfer with a surfboarding instructor.

The most important items that I have had to work diligently to improve are my
mechanics and clarity of communication. Without clear, concise, and consistent
mechanics and communication it’s difficult for your Leo to understand what you are
asking of them and, therefore, execute. I’ve gotten better, but Anchor reminds me
that I still have a long way to go on this journey.

Anchor eloping from the beach at a trial.

What are your dogs’ biggest accomplishments in the sport thus far?

!
Medley has
accomplished the
distinguished level of
Water Rescue Dog
Excellent (WRDX) and
has re-qualified at this
level one time over. To
put this in perspective,
this year (2014) among
the Newfoundland
breed (who are the
quintessential water
rescue dogs) only 5
achieved this title and 3
re-qualified.
Medley is one of three
Leonbergers to ever
achieve this title in the
United States. The two
that preceded him are,
Guffey, Fibonacci
McGuff von Drevas, CD,
WRDX loved by Marsha
Petry and Maverick, LCA
CH VLE Boleljonet His
Majesty, CDX, WRDX,
CGC loved by Lori and
Stan Peznowski.

!

* * *
Anchor’s biggest accomplishment this year in water work was, she chose not to elope
from the beach at one of the trials we attended. She keeps me grounded and always
learning how to improve as a trainer!

Do you have any recommendations for other Leo owners that are
interested in water work?

Always
be
training!

1.) Get started in an obedience class. Many of the
behaviors are transferrable and it helps to jump-start and
build your relationship and communication with your dog.
You and your dog will have to demonstrate basic control
and pass it in order to trial at a water test. You may want
to obtain your AKC CD (companion dog) title.

2.) Buy and read Judi Adler’s book, Water Work, Water Play http://www.sweetbay.com/bookwater.htm

!
3.) Teach your dog -

Take,
Hold,
&
Give

4.) Contact your local Newfoundland club to inquire about sitting in, helping out,
stewarding, and training with them. By the way, you can learn a ton by attending
training sessions without your dog by observing, stewarding, and asking questions.

!
5.) Attend a water work
seminar, most
Newfoundland clubs
conduct one in the late
spring to launch the
training season.

!
6.) Enlist the help of all
those strangers who want
to pet your Leo! Ask them
to call for help and send
your dog to them for a
treat.

You wrote a FB post that read:
“. . . the foundation of water rescue work is Take, Hold, & Give. Take the
opportunity, Hold the bond sacred, Give praise and love liberally.”

!
!
I really liked this post & wondered if you would like to expand on your words and
also explain!to our readers what the literal importance of Take, Hold, Give is in
water work.
It’s my philosophy or way of life with my Leos. It’s also how I wish humans would treat each
other.
The first step is you have to take the
opportunity to appreciate, think, and do.
The second step is you are responsible for
holding the bond sacred. Your dog is only
engaging in the activities you’ve chosen to
endeavor because they want to be with and
interact with you. Appreciate that fact
and be kind, it’s a grand gift they are
giving you.

Which brings us quickly to the third step, give praise
and love liberally. Every creature responds positively
to praise and love and that energy transfers and
radiates between and around your bond. It will show in
the work you do together.

***
The literal importance of take, hold, & give is this is a sequence of
behaviors that is essentially the foundation of water work. The dog has to
be willing to take direction to obtain a chosen item, hold it in his mouth,
bring the item to you, and give it (release it) to your hand. In short, it is
a retrieve.

***

***

Is it possible to be successful in water work if you do not have access to a
body of water for consistent training? If so, do you have any advice for
those that are in this situation?

!
!
!
!
!

Absolutely! It is possible to be
successful in water work without
having great access to a water
source. In fact, the majority of the
water work training occurs on dry
land! You can train all the
behaviors for the exercises in your
own backyard or on a city sidewalk.

It is true though that eventually you will need to access water to begin the generalization
process of the land training to the water. But if you’ve done a good job generalizing on
land (ie - taken them to many different locations to practice) then when you go to the
water it will be an easier transition.

There is a caveat, you need to teach your dog to swim. Not all dogs know how initially, but
the majority of them can learn. And you want to keep your dog physically fit, this work can
be quite physical. You will need to learn to swim a bit yourself, we’re not talking Olympic
style swimming here but a distance of 30-50ft would be good even if it’s a doggy paddle.

Do Anchor and Medley have guilty/naughty pleasures? (Or maybe they
are perfect, but most Leos I know have that one thing that they can’t/
won’t grow out of that becomes somehow endearing over the years…

!

Yes. Yes, they do. Anchor loves sweet treats, in particular whipped cream. Medley
loves butter. The moment either of them senses their passion item is “out”, they
are velcroed to the vicinity. Oh, and cat food!

How long have you had Leos? What originally drew you to the Leonberger breed?

!
Medley is our first Leo, so 5.5yrs. I grew up with an poorly
trained but much loved cock-a-poo, Sneakers. Medley is
John’s first dog.
We were drawn to the Leonberger because of their
temperament. This continues to be our conviction. We
live in the city, and are constantly surrounded by people,
dogs/animals, and all sorts of environmental stimulations
that can present challenges for anyone or any species but
our Leos take it all in stride.

For you, what is the most appealing characteristic of the breed?
Their Love!

